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 Chatterbots have been widely used as a tool for conversational booking 

assistance mainly for hotels such as the Expedia. This paper extends the use 

of chatterbot beyond booking by presenting the proof of concept of a 

chatterbot expert system called the VIZARD. The proposed VIZARD is 

developed using an expert system shell called verbot. The core of Vertbot 5 

is the natural language processing (NLP) engine based on pattern matching. 

The core Verbot 5 engine is responsible for finding matches to a given user 

input string and firing the appropriate rule. The findings from the user 

acceptance test concluded that majority of the respondents agreed that the 

VIZARD expert system stands at an unbiased state while being more aligned 

on supporting the usefulness of the system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Chatterbots are changing the travel industry. Chatterbot or chatbots (short of robots) have been 

widely used as a tool for conversational booking assistance mainly for hotels such as the Expedia at 

booking.com. According to the IBM Watson’s blog, the use of virtual agents and chatbots is able to reduce 

the costs of customer service by up to 30% by implementing conversation-friendly solutions [1]. Chatterbot 

works like a decision tree, where users can select variation of options hence the potential is very promising in 

the area of customer services. Chatterbot is a computer program designed to interact with people by 

simulating human conversation [2-4]. The bot works best when maintaining a conversation within a specific 

domain and is sophisticated enough to control the current age concepts such as semantic parsing and 

sentiment analysis. However, one shortfall for the contemporary chatterbots is that they are unable to observe 

and analyze the context of conversations. 

Three main concerns in creating a good chatterbot conversations includes the content, semantics, 

and evaluation. Content is basically knowing what to say, semantics is knowing how to express it through a 

conversation, and lastly the evaluation which is mainly having a standard benchmark to grade the 

conversation produced. There is a method to validate whether a chatterbot is truly an artificial intelligence 

that is named Grice’s Maxims [5]. Grice’s Maxims is the cooperative principle that describes how people 

interact with one another in making contribution to a series of exchanged talk, by the accepted purpose or 

direction of the talk exchange in which the user is engaged. It has been demonstrated that evaluating 

chatterbots using this method is one of the most effective ways to compare to other chatterbots competing for 
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the Loebner Prize [6] as the maxims provide a scoring matrix, where every chatterbot is able to be graded for 

a specific criteria against one another [7]. As for the knowledge engine, when chatterbots engage in dialogue 

with users, it is able to capture certain pieces of information or also known as keywords within the 

conversation so that it may be able to progress with the conversation. The user may also alert the chatterbot 

that there has been a misunderstanding. 

The literature has shown that a wide variety of chatterbots and question-and-answer (Q&A) systems 

have been proposed over the past decades, each with strength that make them appropriate for particular 

applications. Accompanying the decades are numerous advances in information construction, where 

researchers increasingly aim to communicate with computers using natural language to make it artificially 

intelligent. One example of a successful chatterbot is PAL, a domain-specific chatterbot that answers non-

obstructive psychological questions which gains its knowledge base by learning from the Q&A pairs derived 

from an online forum using several extraction strategies [3-4]. 

Chatterbots can also be packaged as an expert system (ES) with natural language as interface. The 

conversational expert system (CES) plays the role of a human expert whereby it may solve complex 

situations that would usually require the help of a human intelligence of a particular domain, which would 

also run for 24 hours a day and still be able to have a less margin of making any errors. CES is able to  

offer advice on a wide range of topics [8]. Some basic examples of the advice expert system utilization are 

the locations with the highest success rate on power systems [9], pain or foot disease diagnosis and 

management [10-11], credit scoring systems [12] or behavioral management in education [13-14]. 

Meanwhile, examples of the use of natural language in various systems include the accounting systems [15], 

auditing systems in medicine [16], injury reporting in construction business [17] and many others. Apart 

from offering advices, CES can provide another two important avenues of an ES, which are diagnosis and 

planning. Typical example of CES in diagnosis include diagnosing medical problems, machine faults, 

industrial plant fault analysis or instrument failures on the International Space Station. In planning, CES can 

take the form of real world expert systems major in planning such as in the PlanIT system used by the KLM 

airlines to plan their staffing rotes [18]. 

This paper aims to develop a functioning CES with the proficiencies to answer any tourist directed 

questions using the existing and manageable knowledge base, which would enhance the quality of 

conversation between the system and the users. The main motivation is to provide a natural, user-friendly 

chatbot that will be able to make good recommendations and conclude inferences not only by simple Yes/No 

questions but by natural conversational answers. The proposed CES will be able to provide suitable 

information to the users on the locations as well as best timings for planning. The remaining of this paper 

proceeds as follows. Section 2 presents the architecture and the user interface of the proposed VIZARD 

chatbot. Section 3 presents the evaluation of VIZARD and discusses its benefits to Penang tourism industry 

and finally Section 4 concludes the paper. 

 

 

2. RESEARCH METHODS 

This paper presents the proof of concept of a chatterbot expert system called the VIZARD. This 

chatterbot is designed to solve issues on Penang tourism, which resolves around three mains issues; 

destination, communication, scheduling, as well as safety and security. 

 

2.1.  Prototype architecture 

VIZARD is developed using an expert system shell called verbot [19]. A Verbot (Verbally 

Enhanced Software Robot) combines natural language processing, experts system, and real-time animation 

with voice synthesis to create a chatterbot as a virtual personality. The particular version used in this project 

is Verbot 5 developed by conversive (available from http://verbots.sourceforge.net/). Verbot 5 has the setup 

package of 9.5 MB (9,957,376 bytes) when downloaded on PCs running on OS Windows 7 (SP1) as well as 

Windows 10. VIZARD will make sure the tourist is able to gain precise information about tourism spots in 

Penang. 

Based on the communication structure of VIZARD as shown in Figure 1, the core of Vertbot 5 is the 

NLP engine based on pattern matching. The core Verbot 5 engine is responsible for finding matches to a 

given user input string and firing the appropriate rule. Basically, the engine loads a compiled knowledge base 

from a specific file path and the reply class finds the best match of the output string from the available 

knowledge base and fires the matching rule. Basically, the reply class represents the results (output/reply 

string) to the engine. The input to the reply class is the input string and the state class. The state class 

represents the current state for the engine including the previous user input string, the last rule fired, the 

current variables values, and active knowledge base. 
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Figure 1. Communication structure in Verbot 5 

 

 

2.2.  User interface 

Figure 2 shows the user interfaces for VIZARD during starting up and during conversation. When 

the user start up VIZARD, VIZARD will introduce itself and will ask the user name for to address the user 

during the conversation. Next, the VIZARD interactively communicate with users on the topic of Penang 

tourism spots, which has been installed in the knowledge base. The conversation continues until the user asks 

to quit. 

 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

 

Figure 2. User interface of VIZARD, (a) Start up, (b) Name input, (c) Name output and options given 

 

 

VIZARD is also linked with external resources such as from an Internet browser or external file. For 

example, when VIZARD is explaning a particular tourism spot in Penang such as Batu Ferringhi beach, users 

can extract a PDF file or access the beach location via the Internet browser. This allows the user to track their 

own location and have the direction to the particular spot. Figure 3 shows the dialogue box to open a file and 

Figure 4 shows two examples of external resources; from the browser and file. 
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Figure 3. Dialog box for user request for allowing external files to open 

 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 4. External resources, (a) Browser open, (b) File open 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Once the system, VIZARD, has been completed, a user acceptance test (UAT) was carried out. 

VIZARD will also be evaluated from the perspective of real issues it is attempting to solve, which are 

destination, communication, scheduling, as well as safety and security. 

 

3.1.  User acceptance test 

The UAT for VIZARD was performed via a questionnaire set distributed to 40 random participants 

based on their experience using the system. Figure 5 shows the demographic information of the participants. 

67% were locals, indicating that more national citizens are travelling to Penang as opposed to international. 

Figure 6 shows the percentage of user acceptance towards VIZARD in terms of usefulness. The findings 

showed that majority of the respondents have come to a conclusion that the VIZARD expert system stands at 

an unbiased state while being more aligned on supporting the usefulness of the system. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Demographic information 

 
 

Figure 6. Results from UAT for VIZARD chatterbot 
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3.2.  Discussions 

The following subsections discuss the current tourism issues in Penang that VIZARD has solved in 

terms of destination, communication, scheduling, as well as safety and security. 

 

3.2.1. Destination 

Amenities are one of the things that are crucial to be clear and precise when it comes to travelling in 

different countries. In tourism, amenity is said to be the quality of pleasantness and agreeableness for certain 

places that tourists would stay or visit [20]. The problem that Penang is facing now is the lack of the 

availability of amenities and the over-charging for the use of the current amenities. Research shows that there 

is a lack of simple amenities in many locations all around the world. A notable example of the lack of 

amenities range from these clean and portable water toilets and rest rooms in public areas to the well-

maintained hotel lavatories. Tourists would constantly face the challenge of finding simple public services 

that are still in good condition. In addition, it is important to also look at signage where it is often 

unaccustomed to the foreign tourists, meaning that to find a parking lot may be very problematic, even harder 

to read the road signs. As indicated previously, there are too many good quality hotels that charge their 

visitors an expensive fare just for use of the internet service although it may seem very hard to believe. 

VIZARD is able to solve this problem by giving an updated tourism infrastructure digitally from 

Google Maps. As explained earlier, the system would also make the job easier for the tourists as well as the 

locals by providing an accurate and reliable information of the tourist attraction to the user’s such as the best 

time to visit, the location, and other information. Besides VIZARD would also provide a route to the user 

desired destination by calling Browser Open to use Google Map. By having this, the user will know their 

current location and where is the nearest tourist attraction around that area. 

 

3.2.2. Communication 

Statistics from Tourism Malaysia have shown that Malaysia’s tourism has increased in a steady rate 

throughout ten years since 2005, where the amount of tourists that entered Malaysia were 16.43 million, 

whereas in 2018, the amount of tourists have gone up to 25.70 million [21]. Communication is guaranteed to 

be an issue for tourists whom are visiting foreign countries which they are unacquainted with its national 

language. This would cause a problem where they would not be able to converse with a local to ask for 

directories and guidance, resulting in a communication barrier [22]. This problem would usually happen in 

Penang, Malaysia, where majority of the locals tend to speak the local languages of Bahasa Melayu, and 

Hokkien. Although there are still a select few of locals who are fluent in the English language, but the 

amount of them in rural areas compared to the city are very scarce. 

VIZARD solves this communication problem by focusing on the English language due to tourism 

activities in Penang. The tourists may choose to ask questions to VIZARD for the specific details needed 

instead of choosing to communicate with a local. Another significant aspect of CIZARD is that 

communication is performed in natural language, where users would input queries and wait for VIZARD 

response. 

 

3.2.3. Scheduling 

To define the problem statement more clearly, a small interview was conducted to travelers in 

Penang during a Chinese new year 2020 holiday. Most of the travelers decided to travel to Penang do not 

know the opening and closing times of the popular locations such as the famous eatery site, Penang Chendol 

that only opens for a limited time. It is common for some travelers to be unaware of its timings so they would 

not miss their chance to visit the popular tourism sites, nor wasting the time finding the locations. VIZARD 

solves this by providing the user with reliable information of operating hours and exact location of the tourist 

attractions, with the assistance of external resources such as Google Maps and website information. Such 

external information will give up-to-date news such as the availability of a specific service as well as options 

to different tourism spots. 

 

3.2.4. Safety and security 

Several studies have revealed that security and safety of a tourist are two of the biggest challenges 

towards the tourism and travel industry [23]. To further elaborate on that point, the last two decades had an 

increase on terrorist acts, local wars, natural disasters, epidemics and pandemics [24]. In the case of Penang, 

the security and safety main hazard occasionally happens on the road, where over 6,000 people are killed 

annually due to road accidents. Foreigners who decide to drive have to face heavy traffic, and if unlucky, 

road rage which could lead to an accident [25]. As indicated in a previous problem, tourists would once again 

have to go through the difficulty of the language barrier when conversing with a local policeman to explain 

the details if an emergency had occurred. This becomes a big problem for tourism and travel agencies that 
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could result in a great economic loss when tourists are not keen in entering the country when there is a high 

risk rate, unless they make it so that a visitor’s safety becomes a primary focus of concern. Not only that, 

mid-age travelers tend to go for “thrill seeking” activities which could lead to all sorts of safety and health 

issues. 

VIZARD is able to aid on improving the security and safety of the tourists by providing information 

such as weather alerts and locations of nearby hospitals or clinics along emergency notifications. This will 

help users to reach their desired location safe and sound. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents a chatterbot expert system for Penang tourist spots called the VIZARD. 

VIZARD acts as a virtual assistant for Penang by giving users reliable answers when they are travelling to 

the destination. Development of VIZARD was based on Verbot 5 platform but the knowledge base is unable 

to capture the vast knowledge of localities in Penang, hence the scope of knowledge down to 

accommodation, cultural sites, entertainment, historical sites, and sightseeing locations. Aside from that, the 

system is only available at information kiosks in certain outlets of Penang so it restricts the accessibility of 

the system for users whom want to utilize the system. At present, VIZARD is not integrated to a server, 

which restricts the opportunity of enabling the system to operate on a web browser or a mobile application. In 

the future, VIZARD is hoped to be improved by implementing speech recognition instead of having to 

converse the system through text in order to enhance the user experience. VIZARD will also be made mobile 

and portable by integrating it into a website and a mobile application. This can greatly assist the users as they 

would be able to use the system at any given time of the day. 
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